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CHALLENGES IN MANAGING
LITIGATION MATTERS

It is inevitable that most organizations will need to
defend against or file a lawsuit at one point or another.
Problems in effectively managing litigation matters are
compounded in the absence of a digital solution. Here
are some of the common challenges -    

Common Challenges

1.Inefficient Handling of Litigation Cases. 

2.Ineffective Document Management.

3.Absence of a unified case view. 

4.Sub-optimal coordination and communication.

5.Risk of Security Breaches. 

6.Poor analytics prevent continuous improvement. 

Manual processes make it challenging to recognize inefficiencies and
streamline case tasks that can result in delays or missed deadlines
adding to an organization’s legal and financial consequences.

Disparate case document stores such as filing cabinets, personal
storage, and emails result in protracted timelines and elevate the risk
of delays emanating from an inability to locate pertinent documents
in a timely manner.

Disparate stores of case knowledge hinder timely and strategic
decision-making.

Matter correspondence stays in individual email inboxes often
excluding key case contacts. This results in poor communication with
important correspondence not always reaching all relevant
stakeholders.

Insufficient security measures elevate the vulnerability of sensitive
legal data, raising the prospect of unauthorized access or data
breaches.

Without an integrated digital reporting infrastructure systematically
capturing case details, analyzing case data becomes arduous,
impacting strategic decision-making and hindering continuous
improvement.

According to 2021 Clio Legal Trends Report, 40% of lawyers report that they are
unable to track the progress of their cases effectively. 

According to 2021 Clio Legal Trend report, lawyers spend an average of 20% of
their time searching for documents and information.



Litigation Management Application
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Automated and
Configurable Workflows

Detailed Cost
Estimations

Automatic Data
Extraction

Secure Document
Handling

Integrated Timesheets

Real time Analytics

Comprehensive Case
Contacts Management

Centralized Calendar for
Critical Events

Self-Service Analytics

Ensure a systematic and streamlined
approach to securely filing case
details, managing involved parties,
recording claims, and tracking court
hearings over the entire matter
lifecycle.

Estimate case expenses based on
lawyer and court tariffs enabling
meticulous and detailed financial
planning for litigation matters.

Leverage pre trained machine
learning models based optical
character recognition (OCR) for
accelerated document extraction. 

Seamlessly search, tag, and upload
new case documents or new
document versions with advanced
capabilities for enhanced
traceability and accessibility.

Record billable hours for litigation
matters and case actions, ensuring
financial transparency on incurred
costs by lawyer and facilitating
accurate invoicing.

Gain real-time visibility into KPI
metrics such as active cases,
upcoming hearings and incurred
lawyer costs.

Manage witnesses, plaintiffs,
defendants, and related parties,
adapting to the evolving dynamics
of legal cases.

Schedule and coordinate case
hearings, ensuring all stakeholders
are well-informed about critical
events in legal proceedings.

Enable authorized end-users to
create custom reports for additional
insights on litigation matters.

OUR DIGITAL LITIGATION
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
TO THE RESCUE

Our digital solution for Litigation Management leverages technologies such as case management,
workflow, business rules, artificial intelligence, document management and analytics to provide
organizations the strategic edge they need to efficiently and effectively manage litigation matters. 

These features collectively offer a robust and user-friendly digital
solution ensuring comprehensive legal matter management, financial
transparency, efficient coordination, and insights for continuous
improvement

Here are the salient features of our digital solution -



Application Benefits

BENEFITS OF OUR DIGITAL
LITIGATION MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
Here is a list of benefits that an organization can realize with our digital solution - 

1.Improved Operational Efficiency.

2.Strategic and Timely Decision Making
Facilitated by Unified Case Views.

3.Efficient Document Management.

4.Systematic Financial Planning.

5.Real-Time Analytics Driving Continuous
Improvement.

Improves efficiency by streamlining case tasks automatically routing
them to the relevant case stakeholders and sending reminders based
on SLAs. 
Automates menial tasks such as document extraction thereby allowing
focus on more value-added tasks improving overall efficiency. 

Centralizes case details, documents, notes as unified and
organized case record views enabling actionable insights and
timely strategic decision making on any given matter.
Ensures that all authorized users are well-informed about critical
events through centralized calendar views of all hearing dates
enabling better coordination.

Ensures secure digitized storage, version control and easy
retrieval of legal documents. 
Enables end-users to have natural flowing conversations with
Artificial Intelligence chatbots that source answers from case
documents. 

Enables meticulous and detailed financial planning for litigation
matters through cost estimations based on lawyer and court
tariffs.
Ensures financial transparency on incurred case costs through
billable hours recorded for case matters.

Provides valuable insights into case data through analytics
enabling continuous improvement.
Enables informed decision-making, strategic planning and
effective risk management.



Strategies for Success in
Modern BusinessLET’S
CONNECT
Contact us today for a demo of how our Litigation Management
Solution can help your organization’s management, workflow,
business rules, document management and analytics to provide
the strategic edge needed to efficiently and effectively manage
litigation matters.
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